Application Lifecycle Management (ALM) covers the entire
history of an application from its concept to design and ultimately its
withdrawal from the enterprise systems. In this journey, three main
questions arise.
1.

The key question for the CIO is – How to achieve maximum
strategic alignment and pay-off for the IT application portfolio?

2.

The primary question for the IT Portfolio/Program Manager
is – Which projects within the portfolio deserve more attention
than others and how to deliver projects successfully as per
stakeholder’s satisfaction?

3.

The fundamental question for the IT Operations Manager is How to improve the overall quality of IT application support that
meets the business objectives?
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The answer to these questions is Projectile - the Application Lifecycle Management (ALM) tool which
integrates both IT Project Portfolio Management (IT-PPM) and IT Operations Management (ITOM). Projectile is designed and built on three main aspects.
1. Consistency for
reduced variation in the
ALM by leveraging the best
practices from SEI-CMMI,
PMBOK, IEEE, and ITIL.
2. Integration for
improved productivity and
collaboration by serving as
one tool for all ALM
activities.
3. Visibility for single
version of truth in the ALM.
Projectile enables the right
users to have access to the
right information at the right
time.
The key features of Projectile include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Requirements Engineering
Traceability Analysis
Document Management
Workflow Management
Risk, Defect and Issue Management

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Time and Expense Management
Verification and Validation (Testing)
Resource Management
Stakeholder Management including Status Reports
Team Collaboration

Designed and built exclusively for Application lifecycle management (ALM), all features in Projectile are
people-focused. Projectile’s intuitive, easy to use and immersive user interface promotes high adoption rates
and a lower learning curve. Projectile can be hosted In-premise or on a cloud as Software-As-A-Service
(SaaS) leveraging the best practices of multi-tenancy, hardware virtualization and security.

Projectile is topdown driven.
All ALM
activities are
traceable to the
preceding
activities.

Projectile
provides realtime
comprehensive
reports and
dashboards.

Projectile is
based on 4
different roles in
the ALM so that
the right users
have right access
to information
and functionality.

We also provide constant support
to ensure that you always have
the expert advice.

To know more about Projectile, please
contact prashanth.southekal@catyeus.com
for a no obligation discussion.

